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SYLLABLE STRUCTURE IN ENGLISH AND SPANISH 

Transcribe the following series of words and syllables: 
A. English 
tin she asked are 
pot more armed I 
cut far eyes eye 
caught pear ice "a" 
wood beer aunt air 
youth sure eel or 
dead boy ill err 
but how oil ear 
map go ale 
cheap you aisle 
start pure isle 
played stew aimed 
splash try eats 
strike play its 
house spray  
ship square 
texts 
thanked 
prompts 
comb 
lamb 
twin 
tune 
huge 
quick 

B. Spanish 
sin si haz  hoy 
ven trae es hay 
tren fru- ex- ha 
trans- gra- ins- "e" 
clan pla- ap- 
pron- bra- ob- 
 
Now that you have finished transcribing, please answer the following questions: 
1. What was the maximum number of consonants that you found at the beginning of 

the syllables in English? 
2. And the minimum? 
3. What was the maximum number of consonants that you found at the beginning of 

the syllables in Spanish? 



4. And the minimum? 
5. What was the maximum number of consonants that you found at the end of the 

syllables in English? 
6. And the minimum? 
7. What was the maximum number of consonants that you found at the end of the 

syllables in Spanish? 
8. And the minimum? 
9. Can you make two groups, considering only the ending of the syllables that you 

transcribed in both languages? 
10. What name can you give to each group of syllables? 

 
The simplest syllable structure in both English and Spanish is V (a vowel by itself), 

for example:  English    "are"  Spanish "ha" 
An OPEN SYLLABLE is a syllable ending in a VOWEL / A CLOSED SYLLABLE is a 
syllable ending in a CONSONANT 

In English, open syllables can have up to THREE consonants at the beginning. 
If we represent every consonant by the letter C and every vowel by the letter V, the 
following syllables would be represented like this: I [ai]  V; me [mi…] CV; play [plei] CCV; 
spray [sprei] CCCV (diphthongs are considered one unit and are thus represented as a single V) 

In English, every time that we have three consonants at the beginning of a 
syllable, the first consonant is obligatorily an /s/; the second consonant is either a /p/, 
a /t/ or a /k/; the third consonant is either an /l/, an /r/, a /j/ or a /w/. We can 
represent this in the following way: English CCC -  = /s/  +  /p, t, k/  +  /l, r, j, w/ 

We can represent the English open syllable in the following way: 
    3 
C  V 
     0 

In Spanish, open syllables can have up to TWO consonants at the beginning of 
the syllable. If we represent every consonant by the letter C and every vowel by the 
letter V, the following syllables would be represented like this: hoy [oi] V; su [su] CV; 
fru-ta [fru] CCV 

We can represent the Spanish open syllable in the following way: 
  2 
  C     V 
  0 
In English, closed syllables can have up to FOUR consonants at the end. If we 

use the same representation mentioned above, the following syllables would be 
represented like this: at [œt] VC; man [mœn] CVC; apt [œpt] VCC; asked [A…skt] VCCC; 
queen [kwi…n] CCVC; help [help] CVCC; thanks [TœNks] CVCCC; texts [teksts] CVCCCC. 

We can represent the English closed syllable in the following way: 
    3     4 
 C                V C 

      0                                1 
In Spanish, closed syllables can have up to TWO consonants at the end. 

Following the procedure mentioned above, the following syllables would be represented 
like this: haz [as] VC; ex-(tra) [eks] VCC; sol [sol] CVC; trans-(cribir) [trans] CCVCC.  

We can represent the Spanish closed syllable in the following way: 
   2   2 
 C            V C 
   0    1 


